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Abstract

In a system of particles, quasi-periodic almost-collision orbits are collisionless
orbits along which two bodies become arbitrarily close to each other—the lower
limit of their distance is zero but the upper limit is strictly positive—and are
quasi-periodic in a regularized system up to a change of time. Their existence
was shown in the restricted planar circular three-body problem by A. Chenciner
and J. Llibre, and in the planar three-body problem by J. Féjoz. In the spatial
three-body problem, the existence of a set of positive measure of such orbits
was predicted by C. Marchal. In this article, we present a proof of this fact.
© 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

1 Introduction
1.1 Quasi-Periodic Almost-Collision Orbits

In Chazy’s classification of final motions of the three-body problem (see [2,
p. 83]), possible final velocities were not specified for two particular kinds of pos-
sible motions: bounded motions, i.e., those motions along which the mutual dis-
tances remain bounded when time goes to infinity, and oscillating motions, i.e.,
those motions along which the upper limit of the mutual distances goes to infinity
while the lower limit of the mutual distances remains finite. A number of bounded
motions and a few oscillating motions were known, with Sitnikov’s model [16]
being one of the well-known examples of the latter kind.

By replacing the oscillation of the mutual distances by the oscillation of the
relative velocities of the bodies, we obtain another (possible) kind of oscillating
motion, which was called by C. Marchal “oscillating motions of the second kind.”
By consulting the criteria for velocities in Chazy’s classification, we see that if
such motions do exist and are not (usual) oscillating motions, then they must be
bounded.

In this article, we shall investigate a particular kind of oscillating motion of the
second kind of the spatial three-body problem: the quasi-periodic almost-collision
orbits, which are, by definition, collisionless orbits along which two bodies get
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arbitrarily close to each other: the lower limit of their distance is 0 but the upper
limit is strictly positive, and they are quasi-periodic in a regularized system.

In [12], by analyzing an integrable approximating system of the lunar spatial
three-body problem (in which a faraway third body is added to a two-body system)
near a degenerate inner elliptic orbit, C. Marchal predicted the existence of a set of
positive measure of oscillating orbits of the second kind in the spatial three-body
problem. More precisely, the predicted orbits

� are with incommensurable frequencies,
� arise from invariant tori of the quadrupolar system F

1;2
sec (see Section 4.3

for its definition), and
� form a possibly nowhere dense set with small but positive measure in the

phase space.

Up to a change of time, the predicted orbits are exactly the quasi-periodic almost-
collision orbits that we shall investigate.

The fact that such orbits form a set of positive measure has a direct astronomical
significance. Indeed, as noticed by Marchal, since real bodies occupy positive vol-
umes in the universe, the existence of a set of positive measure of quasi-periodic
almost-collision motions implies a positive probability of collisions in triple-star
systems with one body far away from the other two, and the probability is uni-
form with respect to their (positive) volumes. The collision mechanism given by
quasi-periodic almost-collision orbits has much larger probability and is thus more
important compared to the mechanism given by direct collisions in the particle
model, especially when the sizes of the modeled real massive bodies are small.

The first rigorous mathematical study of quasi-periodic almost-collision orbits
was achieved by A. Chenciner and J. Llibre in [3], where they considered the pla-
nar circular restricted three-body problem in a rotating frame with a large enough
Jacobi constant that determines a Hill region with three connected components.
After regularizing the dynamics near the double collisions of the astroid with one
of the primaries by Levi-Civita regularization, they reduced the dynamical study
to the study of the corresponding Poincaré map on a global annulus of section in
the regularized system. This map is a twist map with a small twist perturbed by
a much smaller perturbation, which makes it possible to apply Moser’s invariant
curve theorem to establish the persistence of a set of positive measure of invari-
ant KAM tori. By adjusting the Jacobi constant, a set of positive measure of such
invariant tori was shown to intersect transversally the codimension 2 collision set
(the set in the regularized phase space corresponding to the double collision of the
astroid with the primary). Such invariant tori were called invariant “punctured”
tori; as in the (nonregularized) phase space, they have a finite number of punc-
tures corresponding to collisions. As the flow is linear and ergodic on each KAM
torus, most of the orbits will not pass through but will get arbitrarily close to the
collision set. These orbits give rise to a set of positive measure of quasi-periodic
almost-collision orbits in the planar circular restricted three-body problem.
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In his article [4] (based on his thesis [5]), J. Féjoz generalized the study of
Chenciner-Llibre to the planar three-body problem. In his study, the inner dou-
ble collisions being regularized, the secular regularized systems—i.e., the normal
forms one gets by averaging over the fast angles—are established with the same
averaging method as the usual nonregularized ones. A careful analysis shows that
the dynamics of the secular regularized system and the naturally extended (through
degenerate inner ellipses) secular systems are orbitally conjugate, up to a modifi-
cation of the mass of the third body, which is far away from the inner pair. The
persistence of a set of positive measure of invariant tori is obtained by applying a
sophisticated version of KAM theorem. After verifying the transversality of the in-
tersections between the KAM tori and the codimension 2 collision set correspond-
ing to collisions of the inner pair, he concluded in the same way as Chenciner-
Llibre.

In this article, we generalize the studies of Chenciner-Llibre and Féjoz to the
spatial three-body problem, and confirm the prediction of Marchal.

THEOREM 1.1. In the spatial three-body problem, there exists a set of positive
measure of quasi-periodic almost-collision orbits on each negative energy surface.
The set of quasi-periodic almost-collision orbits has positive measure in the phase
space.

1.2 Outline of the Proof
We confine ourselves to the “lunar case,” consisting of a two-body system to-

gether with a faraway third body. We decompose the Hamiltonian F of the three-
body problem into two parts

F D FKep C Fpert;

where FKep is the sum of two uncoupled Keplerian Hamiltonians, and Fpert is sig-
nificantly smaller than each of the two Keplerian Hamiltonians in FKep. The dy-
namics of F can thus be described as a pair of almost uncoupled Keplerian motions
together with the slow evolutions of the Keplerian orbits (see Section 2).

As in [3,5], the strategy is to find a set of positive measure of irrational invariant
tori in the corresponding energy level of a regularized system F of F . More
precisely, we shall:

(1) regularize the inner double collisions of F on the energy surface fF D
�f < 0g by Kustaanheimo-Stiefel regularization to obtain a Hamiltonian
F regular at the collision set, corresponding to the inner double collisions
of F (see Section 3);

(2) build an integrable truncated normal form FKep CFn;n0
sec of F (see Sec-

tion 4) and study its Lagrangian invariant tori passing near the collision set
(see Section 5, where in particular, we extend Lidov-Ziglin’s study [11] of
the quadrupolar dynamics to degenerate inner ellipses);

(3) apply an iso-energetic KAM theorem for properly degenerate systems to
find a set of positive measure of invariant tori of F on its zero-energy
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level (only on which the dynamics of F extends the dynamics of F ; see
Section 6); and

(4) show that a set of positive measure of invariant ergodic tori intersect trans-
versely the collision set in submanifolds of codimension at least 2, con-
clude that there exists a set of positive measure of quasi-periodic almost-
collision orbits on the energy surface fF D �f g, and finally, by vary-
ing f , conclude that these orbits form a set of positive measure in the
phase space of F (see Section 7).

2 Hamiltonian Formalism of the Three-Body Problem
2.1 The Hamiltonian System

The three-body problem is a Hamiltonian system defined on the phase space

… WD
˚
.q0; q1; q2; p0; p1; p2/ 2 .R

3
� R3/3 j 80 � j ¤ k � 2; qj ¤ qk

	
;

with the (standard) symplectic form
2X

jD0

3X
lD1

dplj ^ dq
l
j ;

and the Hamiltonian function

F D
1

2

X
0�j�2

kpj k
2

mj
�

X
0�j<k�2

mjmk

kqj � qkk
;

in which q0; q1; q2 denote the positions of the three particles, p0; p1; p2 denote
their respective conjugate momenta, and

qi D .q
1
i ; q

2
i ; q

3
i /; pi D .p

1
i ; p

2
i ; p

3
i /; i D 0; 1; 2:

The euclidean norm of a vector in R3 is denoted by k � k. The gravitational constant
has been set to 1.

2.2 Jacobi Decomposition
The Hamiltonian F is invariant under translations in position. To reduce the

system by this symmetry, we switch to the Jacobi coordinates .P0;Q0; P1;Q1;
P2;Q2/ defined as8̂<̂

:
P0 D p0 C p1 C p2

P1 D p1 C �1p2

P2 D p2

8̂<̂
:
Q0 D q0

Q1 D q1 � q0

Q2 D q2 � �0q0 � �1q1;

where
1

�0
D 1C

m1

m0
;

1

�1
D 1C

m0

m1
:

Due to the translation invariance, the Hamiltonian function is independent of Q0.
We fix the first integral P0 (conjugate to Q0) at P0 D 0 and reduce the trans-
lation symmetry of the system by eliminating Q0. In the reduced coordinates
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.P1;Q1; P2;Q2/, the (reduced) Hamiltonian F D F.P1;Q1; P2;Q2/ describes
the motions of two fictitious particles.

We further decompose the Hamiltonian F.P1;Q1; P2;Q2/ into two parts

F D FKep C Fpert;

where the Keplerian part FKep and the perturbing part Fpert are defined as

FKep D
kP1k

2

2�1
C
kP2k

2

2�2
�
�1M1

kQ1k
�
�2M2

kQ2k
;

Fpert D ��1m2

�
1

�o

�
1

kQ2 � �0Q1k
�

1

kQ2k

�
C

1

�1

�
1

kQ2 C �1Q1k
�

1

kQ2k

��
;

with (as in [5])
1

�1
D

1

m0
C

1

m1
;

1

�2
D

1

m0 Cm1
C

1

m2
;

M1 D m0 Cm1; M2 D m0 Cm1 Cm2:

We shall only be interested in the region of the phase space where our system
F D FKep C Fpert is a small perturbation of a pair of Keplerian elliptic motions.

3 Regularization
We aim at carrying out a perturbative study near the inner double collisions

fkQ1k D 0g where the Hamiltonian F is singular. To this end, we have to regu-
larize the system. We shall use Kustaanheimo-Stiefel regularization (cf. [17]) and,
starting with a formula appearing in [13], we formulate this method in a quater-
nionic way (see [19] for more detailed discussions). Earlier, slightly different
quaternionic formulations can be found in [15, 18].

3.1 Kustaanheimo-Stiefel Regularization
Let H .Š R4/ be the space of quaternions ´ D ´0C´1iC´2jC´3k, IH .Š R3/

be the space of purely imaginary quaternions (i.e., those ´ 2 H with ´0 D 0), and
x́ D ´0 � ´1i � ´2j � ´3k and j´j D

p
x́´ be the conjugate quaternion and the

quaternionic modulus of ´, respectively.
Let .´; w/ 2 H � H Š T �H be a pair of quaternions. We define the Kustaan-

heimo-Stiefel mapping

KS W T �.H n f0g/! IH � H;

.´; w/ 7�!

�
Q D x́i´; P D

x́iw

2j´j2

�
:

We observe that this mapping has circle fibers

f.ei#´; ei#w/g; # 2 R=2�Z:
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These fibers define a Hamiltonian circle action on the symplectic manifold .T �H;
<fd xw ^ d´g/ with (up to sign) the moment map

BL.´;w/ D Refx́iwg D x́iw C x́iw

regarded as a function defined on T �H Š H � H. The equation

BL.´;w/ D 0

defines a 7-dimensional quadratic cone † in T �H. By removing the point .0; 0/
from †, we obtain a 7-dimensional coisotropic submanifold †0 of the symplectic
manifold .T �H;Refd xw ^ d´g/, on which the above-mentioned circle action is
free. Consequently, the quotient V 0 of †0 by this S1-action is a 6-dimensional
symplectic manifold equipped with the induced symplectic form !1.

We define the 7-dimensional coisotropic submanifold †1 by removing the set
f´ D 0g from †. Analogously, by passing to the quotient, it descends to a 6-
dimensional symplectic manifold .V 1; !1/.

PROPOSITION 3.1 ([19, prop. 3.3]). KS induces a symplectomorphism from .V 1;

!1/ to .T �.IH n f0g/;Refd xP ^ dQg/.

3.2 Regularized Hamiltonian
On the fixed negative energy surface

fF D �f < 0g;

we make a time change (singular at inner double collisions) by passing to the new
time variable � satisfying

kQ1kd� D dt:

In time � , the corresponding motions of the particles are governed by the Hamil-
tonian kQ1k.F C f / and are lying inside its zero-energy level. We extend KS to
the mapping (the notation KS is abusively retained for the extension)

.´; w; P2;Q2/ 7!

�
Q1 D x́i´; P1 D

x́iw

2j´j2
; P2; Q2

�
and set

F D KS�.kQ1k.F C f //:

This is a function on †0 � T �.R3 n f0g/ decomposed as

F D FKep CFpert;

with the regularized Keplerian part

FKep D KS�.kQ1k.FKep C f //

D
jwj2

8�1
C

�
f C

kP2k
2

2�2
�
�2M2

kQ2k

�
j´j2 � �1M1
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describing the skew-product motion of the outer body moving on a Keplerian el-
liptic orbit, slowed down by four “inner” harmonic oscillators in 1 W 1 W 1 W 1-
resonance, and the regularized perturbing part

Fpert D KS�.kQ1kFpert/I

both terms extend analytically through the set f´ D 0g corresponding to the inner
double collisions of F .

By its expression, the function F can be directly regarded as a function on
T �.H n f0g/�T �.R3 n f0g/. As it is invariant under the fiber action of KS, its flow
preserves†0�T �.R3nf0g/. In what follows, the relation BL.´;w/ D 0 is always
assumed to be satisfied; i.e., we always restrict ourselves to †0 � T �.R3 n f0g/.

3.3 A Set of Action-Angle Coordinates
To write FKep in action-angle form, we start by defining the (symplectic) De-

launay coordinates .L2; l2; G2; g2;H2; h2/ for the outer body. Let a2; e2; i2 be,
respectively, the semimajor axis, the eccentricity, and the inclination of the outer
ellipse. The Delaunay coordinates are defined as follows:8̂̂̂̂

ˆ̂̂̂̂̂<̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂:

L2 D �2
p
M2
p
a2; circular angular momentum;

l2 mean anomaly;

G2 D L2

q
1 � e22 angular momentum;

g2 argument of pericenter;

H2 D G2 cos i2 vertical component of the angular momentum;

h2 longitude of the ascending node:

In these coordinates, we have

f C
kP2k

2

2�2
�
�2M2

kQ2k
D f �

�32M
2
2

2L22
;

which is positive by hypothesis. We denote it by f1.L2/. Now

FKep D
jwj2

8�1
C f1.L2/j´j

2
� �1M1:

Letp
8�0f1.L2/ ´i D

p
2Ii sin�i ; wi D

p
2Ii cos�i ; i D 0; 1; 2; 3:

and

P0 D
.I0 C I1 C I2 C I3/

2
p
8�0f1.L2/

; #0 D 2�0;

Pi D
Iip

8�0f1.L2/
; #i D �i � �0; i D 1; 2; 3:
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One directly checks that

P0 ^ #0 CP1 ^ #1 CP2 ^ #2 CP3 ^ #3

C dL2 ^ dl
0
2 C dG2 ^ dg2 C dH2 ^ dh2

D Refd xw ^ d´g C dL2 ^ dl2 C dG2 ^ dg2 C dH2 ^ dh2;

with

l 02 D l2 C
f 01.L2/

2f1.L2/
Ref xP1Q1g:

We thus obtain a set of Darboux coordinates

.P0; #0;P1; #1;P2; #2;P3; #3; L2; l
0
2; G2; g2;H2; h2/

in which

FKep DP0

s
2f1.L2/

�1
� �1M1:

The set of coordinates .P0; #0;P1; #1;P2; #2;P3; #3/ are well-defined on
the dense open set of T �H n f.0; 0/g on which Ii > 0, i D 0; 1; 2; 3; i.e., the pro-
jections of the elliptic orbits of the four harmonic oscillators in 1 W 1 W 1 W 1 reso-
nance in the four .´i ; wi /-planes are nondegenerate, a condition that can always be
satisfied by simultaneously rotating these planes properly. In what follows, without
loss of generality, we shall always assume that these conditions are satisfied.

4 Normal Forms
4.1 Physical Dynamics of the Regularized Keplerian Hamiltonian

The function FKep describes a properly degenerate Hamiltonian system: it de-
pends only on two of the action variables out of seven. To deduce the dynamics
of F , study of higher order is necessary.

The perturbing part Fpert describes, in the regularized phase space, the mutual
interactions between two particles Q1 D x́i´ and Q2 in the physical space. Under
FKep, the particle Q2 moves on elliptic orbits. When FKep is close to 0, this is
also the case for Q1:

LEMMA 4.1. Under the flow of FKep, when BL.´;w/ D 0, in the energy hyper-
surface FKep D zf for any zf > ��1M1, the physical imageQ1 D x́i´ of ´moves
on a Keplerian elliptic orbit.

PROOF. The equation

FKep D
jwj2

8�1
C f1.L2/ j´j

2
� �1M1 D

zf

is equivalent to

kQ1k

�
kP1k

2

2�1
�
�1M1 C

zf

kQ1k
C f1.L2/

�
D 0;
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that is
kP1k

2

2�1
�
�1M1 C

zf

kQ1k
D �f1.L2/ < 0:

By assumption �1M1 C
zf > 0. The motion of Q1 is thus governed, up to time

parametrization, by the Hamiltonian of a Kepler problem on a fixed negative en-
ergy surface; as the orbits are uniquely determined by their energy, the conclusion
follows. �

We have seen from the above proof that, in the physical space, inner Keplerian
ellipses are orbits of the Kepler problem with (modified) mass parameters �1 and
M1CFKep=�1. The inner elliptic elements, e.g., the inner semimajor axis a1 and
the inner eccentricity e1, are the corresponding elliptic elements of the orbit ofQ1.
One directly checks that a1 D P0=

p
2�1f1.L2/, and #0 differs from the inner

eccentric anomaly u1 only by a phase shift.

4.2 Asynchronous Elimination
Let e1; e2 be the eccentricities of the inner and outer ellipses, respectively, a2

be the outer semimajor axis, and ˛ D a1=a2 be the ratio of semimajor axes. We
assume that

� the masses m0; m1; m2 are (arbitrarily) fixed;
� the coordinates .P0; #0;P1; #1;P2; #2;P3; #3; L2; l2; G2; g2;H2; h2/

are all well-defined;
� three positive real numbers e_1 ; e

_
2 < e

^
2 are fixed, and

0 < e_1 < e1 � 1; 0 < e_2 < e2 < e
^
2 < 1I

� two positive real numbers a_1 < a
^
1 are fixed, and

a_1 < a1 < a
^
1 I

� ˛ < ˛0 for some sufficiently small ˛0 satisfying

0 < ˛0 < ˛
^
WD min

�
1 � e^2
80

;
1 � e^2
2�0

;
1 � e^2
2�1

�
:

We shall take ˛0 as the small parameter in this study, whose introduction is aimed
to have a parameter independent of the dynamics. The required smallness of ˛0
will be more precisely given in what follows.

These assumptions determine a subset P� of

T �.H n f0g/ � T �.R3 n f0g/:

With the coordinates defined above, we may identify P� with a subset of T7�R7.
Under these assumptions, jFKepj is bounded, and the two Keplerian frequencies

�1 D
@FKep

@P0
D

s
2f1.L2/

�1
� 1; �2 D

@FKep

@L2
D

�32M
2
2P0

2L32

p
2�1f1.L2/

� ˛
3
2 ;
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do not appear at the same order of ˛. This enables us to proceed, as in Jefferys-
Moser [9] or Féjoz [5], by eliminating the dependence of F on each of the fast
angles #0; l 02 without imposing any arithmetic condition on the two Keplerian fre-
quencies.

Let TC D C7=Z7 � C7 and Ts be the s-neighborhood of the direct product
T7 � R7 WD R7=Z7 � R7 in TC. Let TA;s be the s-neighborhood

f´ 2 Ts W 9x 2 A s.t. j´ � xj < sg

of a set A � T7 � R7 in Ts . The complex modulus of a transformation is the
maximum of the complex moduli of its components. We use j � j to denote the
modulus of either one. A real analytic function and its complex extension are
denoted by the same notation.

PROPOSITION 4.2. For any n 2 N, there exists an analytic Hamiltonian

Fn
WP� ! R

independent of the fast angles #1; l 02, and an analytic symplectomorphism �n W

P� � zPn ! �n. zPn/, j˛j3=2-close to the identity, such that

jF ı �n �Fn
j � C0 j˛j

3.nC2/
2

on T zPn;s
00 for some open set zPn �P�, and some real number s

00

with 0 < s
00

<

s, such that locally the relative measure of zPn in P� tends to 1 when ˛ tends to 0.

PROOF. We first eliminate the dependence of F on #1 up to a remainder of
order O.j˛jŒ3.nC2/�=2/ and then eliminate the dependence on l 02 up to a remainder
of order O.j˛jŒ3.nC2/�=2/.

The elimination procedure is standard, consisting of analogous successive steps.
The first step is to eliminate #1 up to a O.˛9=2/-remainder. To this end we look
for an auxiliary analytic Hamiltonian yH . We denote its Hamiltonian vector field
and its flow by X yH and �t , respectively. The required symplectic transformation
is the time-1 map �1 (WD �t jtD1) of X yH . We have

��1F D FKep C .Fpert CX yH �FKep/CF 1
comp;1

for some remainder F 1
comp;1. In the above, X yH is seen as a derivation operator.

Let

hFperti1 D
1

2�

Z 2�

0

Fpert d#1

be the average of Fpert over #1, and eF pert;1 D Fpert � hFperti1 be its zero-average
part.

In order to have F 1
comp;1 D O.˛

9=2/, we choose yH to solve the equation

�1@l1
yH D eF pert;1;
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which is satisfied if we set

yH D
1

�1

Z l1

0

eF pert;1 dl1;

which is of order O.˛3/ in TP�;s for sufficiently small s. By the Cauchy in-
equality, jX yH j D O.˛3/ in TP�;s�s0 for 0 < s0 < s=2. We shrink the domain
from TP�;s�s0 to TP��;s�s0�s1 , where P�� is an open subset of P�, so that
�1.TP��;s�s0�s1/ � TP�;s�s0 , with s � s0 � s1 > 0. The time-1 map �1 of XH
thus satisfies j�1 � Idj � constj˛j3 in TP��;s�s0�s1 , and hence

��1F D FKep C hFperti1 CF 1
comp;1

is defined on TP��;s�s0�s1 and satisfies

F 1
comp;1 D

Z 1

0

.1 � t /��t
�
X2
yH
�FKep

�
dt C

Z 1

0

��t .X yH �Fpert/dt � �2
@ yH

@l2

� constjX yH j.j
eF pert;1j C jFpertj/C �2j yH j � constj˛j

9
2 :

The first step of eliminating #0 is completed.
Analogously, we may eliminate the dependence of the Hamiltonian on the angle

#1 up to orderO.˛Œ3.nC2/�=2/ for any chosen n 2 ZC. The Hamiltonian F is then
analytically conjugate to

FKep C hFperti1 C hF
1
comp;1i1 C � � � C hF

1
comp;n�1i1 CF 1

comp;n;

in which the expression FKep C hFperti1 C hF
1
comp;1i1 C � � � C hF

1
comp;n�1i1 is

independent of #1, and F 1
comp;n is of order O.˛Œ3.nC2/�=2/.

The elimination of l 02 in

FKep C hFperti1 C hF
1
comp;1i1 C � � � C hF

1
comp;n�1i1 CF 1

comp;n

is analogous. Let h�i denotes the averaging of a function over #1 and l 02. The
Hamiltonian generating the transformation of the first step of eliminating l 02 is

1

�2

Z l2

0

.hFperti1 � hFperti/d l2 D O.˛
3
2 /:

This implies that the transformation is j˛j3=2-close to the identity.
The Hamiltonian F is thus conjugate to

FKep C hFperti C hFcomp;1i C � � � C hFcomp;n�1i CFcomp;n;

in which

hFperti D
1

4�2

Z 2�

0

Z 2�

0

Fpert d#1 dl
0
2:

The nth-order secular system

Fn
sec WD hFperti C hFcomp;1i C � � � C hFcomp;n�1i
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(by convention Fpert D Fcomp;0) is independent of #1; l 02, and the remainder
Fcomp;n is of order O.˛Œ3.nC2/�=2/ in T zPn;s

00 for some open subset zPn � P�

and some 0 < s00 < s, both of which are obtained by a finite number of steps
of eliminations. In particular, the set zPn is obtained by shrinking P� from its
boundary by a distance of O.˛3=2/. We may thus set

Fn
WD FKep CFn

sec: �

4.3 Elimination of g2

The Hamiltonian Fn has 7 degrees of freedom. It is invariant under the action
of the group T3�SO.3/ consisting in the fiber circle action of KS, the T2-action of
the fast angles, and the induced SO.3/-action by the simultaneous rotations of po-
sitions and momenta in the phase space. Standard symplectic reduction procedure
leads to a 2-degrees-of-freedom reduced system with no other obvious continuous
symmetries. It is a priori not integrable.

In light of [8, 11], to obtain an integrable approximating system of F , we pro-
ceed in the following way: The function Fpert is naturally an analytic function of
a1; a2;Q1=a1;Q2=a2 (by replacing Qi by ai .Qi=ai /, i D 1; 2). Through the
relation a2 D a1=˛, it is also an analytic function of a1; ˛;Q1=a1;Q2=a2. The
calculation of F nsec from the power series of Fpert in ˛ naturally leads to the expan-
sion

Fn
sec D

1X
iD2

Fn;i
sec ˛

iC1:

By construction,

Fn
sec �F 1

sec D hFcomp;1i C � � � C hFcomp;n�1i CFcomp;n D O.˛
9
2 /;

which implies

Fn;2
sec D F 1;2

sec ; Fn;3
sec D F 1;3

sec ; 8n 2 ZC:

The following lemma shows in particular that Fquad D F 1;2
sec has an additional

circle symmetry and is thus integrable.

LEMMA 4.3. The function F 1;2
sec depends nontrivally on G2 but is independent of

g2. The function F 1;3
sec depends nontrivially on g2.

PROOF. Consider the function Fpert, which is naturally a function of l1 (respec-
tively, u1), the mean anomaly (respectively, eccentric anomaly) of the inner Kep-
lerian ellipse, when l1 (respectively, u1) is well-defined. We define

F 1sec D
1

4�2

Z 2�

0

Z 2�

0

Fpert dl1 dl2

and develop F 1sec in powers of ˛:

F 1sec D

1X
iD2

F 1;isec ˛
iC1:
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We see in [10] thatF 1;2sec depends nontrivially onG2 (through e2) but is independent
of g2, and F 1;3sec depends nontrivially on g2.

To conclude, it suffices to notice that, aside from degenerate inner ellipses, we
have

F 1;2
sec D KS�

�
a1 � F

1;2
sec
�
; F 1;3

sec D KS�
�
a1 � F

1;3
sec
�
;

which are deduced from

KS�
�
a1 � F

1
sec
�
D KS�

�
1

4�2

Z 2�

0

Z 2�

0

kQ1kFpert du1 dl2

�
D KS�

�
1

4�2

Z 2�

0

Z 2�

0

kQ1kFpert d#0 dl
0
2

�
D

1

4�2

Z 2�

0

Z 2�

0

KS�.kQ1kFpert/d#0 dl
0
2

D F 1
sec:

In the above, we have used the following facts:
� a1 dl1 D kQ1kdu1;
� #0; l

0
2 differs from u1; l2 only by some phase shifts depending on neither

of these angles.
�

Better integrable approximating systems are obtained by eliminating the depen-
dence of g2 in Fn

sec. Let �quad;2 D @Fquad=@g2 be the frequency of g2 in the system
Fquad. As a nonconstant analytic function, �quad;2 is nonzero almost everywhere
in zPn, and the set LPn

"0
� zPn characterized by the condition j�quad;2j > "0 has

relative measure tending to 1 in zPn when "0 ! 0. We shall show in Section 5.3
that, for sufficiently small "0, the set LPn

"0
contains the region of the phase space

that we are interested in. After fixing "0, there exists an open subset yPn
"0
� LPn

"0

whose relative measure in LPn
"0

tends to 1 when ˛ ! 0, and a symplectomorphism

 n
0

W yPn
"0
!  n

0

. yPn
"0
/

which is j˛j-close to the identity, such that

 n
0��n�F D FKep CFn;n0

sec CFn;n0

pert ;

with Fn;n0
sec D ˛3Fquad C O.˛

4/ invariant under the SO.3/-symmetry and inde-

pendent of #0; l 02; g2 (thus integrable), and Fn;n0

pert D O.˛minfn0C1; 3.nC2/
2
g/. For

any .n; n0 � 2/ 2 Z2
C

, the function FKep C Fn;n0
sec is always (conjugate to) an

integrable approximating system of F .
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The symplectomorphism  n
0

is constructed by successive steps of elimination
of g2 analogous to the proof of Proposition 4.2 and is dominated by  3 when ˛
is small enough. We shall describe the choice of  3 more precisely when needed
(Section 7).

5 Dynamics of the Integrable Approximating System

For sufficiently small ˛0 and large enough n; n0, the system  n
0��n�F (to

which F is conjugate) is a small perturbation of the integrable approximating sys-

tems FKepCFn;n0
sec , in which the fast motion is dominated by FKep, while secular

evolution of the (physical regularized) ellipses is governed by Fn;n0
sec .

5.1 Local Reduction Procedure

To prove Theorem 1.1, we shall only be interested in those invariant tori of

FKepCFn;n0
sec close to the double inner collisions, their geometry and their torsion

(of the frequencies). We first reduce the system by its known continuous symme-
tries.

After fixing P0; L2 > 0 (i.e., fixing a1; a2 > 0) and being reduced by the

Keplerian T2-action, the functions FKepCFn;n0
sec are naturally defined on a subset

of the direct product of the space of (inner) centered ellipses with fixed semimajor
axis with the space of (outer) Keplerian ellipses (i.e., bounded orbits of the Kepler
problem, which are possibly degenerate or circular ellipses with one focus at the
origin) with fixed semimajor axis. The constant term FKep plays no role in the
reduced dynamics and is omitted from now on. The circle fibers of KS are further

reduced out by considering the functions Fn;n0
sec as defined on subsets of the secular

space, i.e., the space of pairs of (possibly degenerate) Keplerian ellipses with fixed
semimajor axes. A construction originated from W. Pauli [14] (see also [1, lecture
4]) shows that when no further restrictions are imposed on the two ellipses, the
secular space is homeomorphic to S2 � S2 � S2 � S2.

By fixing the direction of the total angular momentum EC vertical (which implies
in particular that the two node lines of the two Keplerian ellipses coincide), we

restrict the SO.3/ � SO.2/-symmetry of Fn;n0
sec to a (Hamiltonian) T2-symmetry

with moment mapping .C WD k ECk; G2/. Fixing C and G2 and then reducing by
the T2-symmetry accomplishes the corresponding symplectic reduction procedure.
We assume that C and G2 are fixed properly so that the reduced space is two-
dimensional.
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By the triangle inequality, the norm of the angular momentum of the inner Kep-
lerian ellipse G1 satisfies

G1 � jC �G2j , G1;min:

When C ¤ G2, this inequality bounds e1 away from 1. The inequality becomes
equality exactly when G1 D C �G2 or G1 D G2�C , corresponding respectively
to direct and retrograde coplanar motions.

A local analysis of the reduced space near coplanar motions suffices for our
purpose (cf. Figure 5.1). The corresponding reduction procedure of the (free)
SO.2/ � SO.2/-symmetry for noncoplanar pairs of ellipses is just a combination
of Jacobi’s reduction of the nodes together with the identification of all the outer
ellipses with the same angular momentum but different pericentre directions; the
coplanar pairs with fixed inner and outer angular momenta are reduced to a point
by identifying all the pericentre directions of the inner and outer ellipses. We thus
obtain the following:

When C ¤ G2, locally near the set fG1 D G1;ming, the reduced space is a
disc containing the point corresponding to fG1 D G1;ming. The rest of the disc is
foliated by the closed level curves of G1 (for G1 > G1;min).

When C D G2, for small G1, the two ellipses are coplanar only if the inner
ellipse degenerates (to a line segment), corresponding to a point after reduction.
The reduced space is a disc containing this point; it also contains a line segment
corresponding to degenerate inner Keplerian ellipses slightly inclined with respect
to the outer ellipse.

5.2 Coordinates on the Reduced Spaces

To analyze the reduced dynamics of Fn;n0
sec , we need to find appropriate coordi-

nates in the reduced space. For this purpose, to start with the coordinates defined
in Section 3.3 for the inner motion is not convenient, since they do not naturally
descend to Darboux coordinates in the quotient. Instead, we use Delaunay co-
ordinates .L1; l1; G1; g1;H1; h1/ for the inner (physical) Keplerian ellipse (with
modified masses), which may equally be seen as a set of Darboux coordinates on an
open subset of V 0 where all these elements are well-defined for the inner Keplerian
ellipse.

We observe that fixing P0 (defined in Section 3.3) andL2 is equivalent to fixing
L1.P0; L2/ and L2, and defines a 10-dimensional submanifold of V 0�T �R3, on
which the symplectic form

dL1 ^ dl1C dG1 ^ dg1C dH1 ^ dh1C dL2 ^ dl2C dG2 ^ dg2C dH2 ^ dh2

restricts to

dG1 ^ dg1 C dH1 ^ dh1 C dG2 ^ dg2 C dH2 ^ dh2

with, thanks to the modification of the masses, the latter’s kernel containing exactly
the vectors tangent to the (regularized) inner orbits at each point (cf. Lemma 4.1),
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and thus descends to the quotient by the Keplerian T2-action. We thus obtain a set
of Darboux coordinates on a dense open subset of the secular space.

To reduce the SO.3/-symmetry, we use Jacobi’s elimination of the nodes: we fix
EC vertical1 (which implies that h1 D h2C� andH1CH2 D C ) and reduce by the
conjugate SO.2/-symmetry to get a set of Darboux coordinates .G1; g1; G2; g2/
in the quotient space. Due to the lack of the node lines, the angles g1; g2 are not
well-defined when the inner ellipse degenerates. Nevertheless, these coordinates
are sufficient for what follows. The SO.2/-symmetry of rotating the outer ellipse
in its orbital plane is symplectically reduced by identifying all the outer ellipses
having the same orbital plane while differing only by their pericenter directions
and fixing G2. The pair .G1; g1/ forms a set of Darboux coordinates in an open
subset of the two-dimensional quotient space.

5.3 The Quadrupolar System and Its Dynamics

The system Fn;n0
sec is anO.˛4/-perturbation of ˛3Fquad. Let us first analyze the

quadrupolar dynamics, i.e., the dynamics of Fquad.
Let �quad D

m0m1m2
m0Cm1

. In coordinates .G1; g1/ with parameters L1; L2; C;G2,
the function

Fquad.G1; g1IL1; L2; C;G2/

is equal to

�
�quadL

3
2

8G32

(
3
G21

L21

�
1C

.C 2 �G21 �G
2
2/
2

4G21G
2
2

�
C 15

�
1 �

G21

L21

��
cos2 g1 C sin2 g1

.C 2 �G21 �G
2
2/
2

4G21G
2
2

�
� 6

�
1 �

G21

L21

�
� 4

)
;

which only differs from Fquad by a nonessential factor a1. Note that we have sepa-
rated the variables from the parameters of a system by a semicolon. The dynamics
of Fquad has been extensively studied by Lidov and Ziglin in [11], from which the
dynamics of Fquad is deduced directly.

Remark 5.1. The relationship between Fquad and Fquad (cf. proof of Lemma 4.3)
also justifies the fact that Fquad can be extended analytically through degenerate
inner ellipses.

For jC �G2j positive and small, locally the reduced secular space is foliated by
closed curves around the point fG1 D G1;ming corresponding to the case when the
inner and outer ellipses are coplanar. This is deduced from [11] by noticing that
.G1; g1/ are regular coordinates outside the point fG1 D G1;ming (cf. Figure 5.1).

1 This choice of direction of EC is convenient, but not essential: the reduced dynamics is the same
regardless of the direction of EC .
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When C D G2, the Hamiltonian Fquad takes the form

Fquad D �
�quadL

3
2

8G32

(
3
G21
L21

�
1C

G21
4G22

�

C 15

�
1 �

G21
L21

��
cos2 g1 C sin2 g1

G21
4G22

�
� 6

�
1 �

G21
L21

�
� 4

)
;

which admits the discrete symmetry .G1; g1/ � .�G1; � � g1/ and is a well-
defined analytic function on the cylinder

D WD
˚
.G1; g1/ 2 R � R=2�Z W

�minfL1; C CG2g < G1 < minfL1; C CG2g
	
;

which is a (branched) double cover of a neighborhood of the line segment fG1 D
0g in the reduced space. Moreover, the 2-form dG1 ^ dg1 extends uniquely to a
(nondegenerate) 2-form invariant under the symmetry .G1; g1/ � .�G1; � � g1/
on D . The corresponding Hamiltonian flow of the function Fquad.G1; g1IC D

G2; L1; L2/ in D is thus interpreted as the lift of the quadrupolar flow in the re-
duced space. Therefore, rather than choosing coordinates in the reduced space and
studying the quadrupolar flow directly, we shall study the dynamics of

Fquad.G1; g1IC D G2; L1; L2/ in D

on which we have global Darboux coordinates .G1; g1/ (cf. Figure 7.1).
Let I be the mutual inclination of two Keplerian orbits. The condition C D

G2 implies cos I D �G1=2C . In particular, when G1 D 0, the limiting orbital
plane of the inner Keplerian ellipse is perpendicular to the outer orbital plane. The
coplanar case is thus represented by

.G1; g1/ D .0; 0/ and .G1; g1/ D .0; �/;

which are two elliptic equilibria for the lifted flow in D surrounded by periodic
orbits. These periodic orbits meet the line segment fG1 D 0g transversely with
an angle independent of ˛. Being reduced by the discrete symmetry .G1; g1/ �
.�G1; � � g1/, the two elliptic equilibria in D descend to an elliptic equilib-
rium E surrounded by periodic orbits in the reduced space, and these periodic or-
bits meet the set fG1 D 0g transversely. We observe that the Z2-action .G1; g1/ �
.�G1; ��g1/ is free everywhere except for the two points .G0 D 0; g1 D ˙�=2/.
These two points descend to two singular points in the quotient space (cf. Figure
5.1).

In Section 4.3, we have defined the set LPn
"0
� zPn by the condition j�quad;2j D

j@Fquad=@G2j > "0. The function .@Fquad=@G2/jCDG2 being regarded as a func-
tion on D , we find by setting G1 D 0 that

@Fquad

@G2

ˇ̌̌̌
CDG2;G1D0

D �
15�quadL

3
2

8G42
.3 � 4 cos2 g1/:
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FIGURE 5.1. The reduced quadrupolar flow near the “bottom” fG1 D
G1;ming. We are interested only in the regions near the depicted coplanar
equilibria inside the separatrices.

By passing to the quotient of the discrete symmetric relation .G1; g1/ � .�G1;

� � g1/, this shows that for "0 small enough, after being reduced by the T2 �
SO.3/ � SO.2/-symmetry of the quadrupolar system, LPn

"0
contains a neighbor-

hood of E (whose size is independent of ˛).
The following lemma enables us to deduce the local dynamics of Fn;n0

sec from
that of Fquad.

LEMMA 5.2. The equilibrium E is nondegenerate.

PROOF. It is enough to investigate the equilibrium .G1; g1/ D .0; 0/ of the
lifted flow on D , at which the Hessian of Fquad.G1; g1IC D G2; L1; L2/ equals

45

8

�2quadL
6
2

G62L
2
1

¤ 0: �

By continuity, the coplanar equilibria fG1 D G1;ming are nondegenerate for

small positive G1;min D jC � G2j. Consequently, Fn;n0
sec is orbitally conjugate to

Fquad in some small neighborhoods of these coplanar equilibria when ˛0 is small
enough.
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6 Application of a KAM Theorem
6.1 Isoenergetic KAM Theorem

For p � 1, consider the phase space Rp � Tp D f.I; �/g endowed with the
standard symplectic form dI^d� . All mappings are assumed to be analytic except
when explicitly mentioned otherwise.

Let ı > 0, $ 2 Rp. Let Bp
ı

be the p-dimensional closed ball with radius ı
centered at the origin in Rp, and N$ D N$ .ı/ be the space of Hamiltonians
N 2 C!.Tp � Bp

ı
;R/ of the form

N D c C h$; I i C hA.�/; I ˝ I i CO.jI j3/;

with c 2 R and A 2 C!.Tp;Rp ˝ Rp/; the Lagrangian torus Tp � f0g is an
invariant Lagrangian $ -quasi-periodic torus of N with energy c.

Let x > 0 and x� > p � 1, and let j � j2 be the `2-norm on Zp. Let HDx;x� be the
set of vectors $ satisfying the following homogeneous Diophantine conditions:

8k 2 Zp n f0g; jk �$ j � x jkj�x�2 :

Let k � ks be the s-analytic norm of an analytic function, i.e., , the supremum norm
of its analytic extension to

fx 2 Cp � Cp=Zp W 9y 2 Rp � Tp s.t. jx � yj � sg

of its (real) domain in the complexified space Cp � Cp=Zp with “radius” s.

THEOREM 6.1. Let $o 2 HDx;x� , N o 2 N$o . For some d > 0 small enough,
there exists " > 0 such that for every Hamiltonian N 2 C!.Tp � Bp

ı
/ such that

kN �N o
kd � ";

there exists a vector .$; c/ satisfying the following properties:
� the map N 7! .$; c/ is of class C1 and, in the C1-topology, is "-close

to .$o; co/ D .$.N o/; c.N o//, and
� if$.N/ 2 HDx;x� , N is symplectically analytically conjugate to a Hamil-

tonian

c.N /C h$.N/; I i C hA.�/.N /; I ˝ I i CO.jI j3/ 2 N$ :

Moreover, " can be chosen to be of the form constxk ( for some const > 0, k � 1)
when x is small.

This theorem is an analytic version of the C1 “hypothetical conjugacy theo-
rem” [6, theorem 42] (for Lagrangian tori).2 We refer to [7] for its complete proof.

We now consider families of Hamiltonians N o
� and N� depending analytically3

on some parameter � 2 Bp1 . Recall that for each �, N o
� is of the form

N o
� D c

o
� C h$

o
� ; I i C hA�.�/; I ˝ I i CO.jI j

3/:

2 We remark that, aside from the analyticity of the conjugation (which is not used in what follows),
Theorem 6.1 follows directly from [6, theorem 42] by treating analytic functions as C1-smooth.

3 Actually C 1-smoothly would suffice.
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With the aim of finding zero-energy invariant tori of F (recall that it is only
on fF D 0g that the dynamics of F extends that of F ), we now deduce an iso-
energetic KAM theorem from Theorem 6.1. Denote by Œ�� the projective class of a
vector. Let

Do D
˚
.co� ; Œ$

o
� �/ W c

o
� D c

o
0 D c

o; $o
� 2 HD2x;x� ; � 2 B

p

1=2

	
I

note that the factor 2 in the Diophantine constant 2x is meant to take into account
the fact that along a given projective class, locally the constant x may worsen
a little bit (we will apply Theorem 6.1 with Diophantine constants .x; x�/). By
Theorem 6.1, the mapping � 7! .$�; c�/ D .$.N�/; c.N�// is C1 and is "-close
to .$o

� ; C
o
� /.

COROLLARY 6.2 (Isoenergetic KAM Theorem). Assume that the map

B
p
1 ! R � P.Rp/; � 7! .co� ; Œ$

o
� �/

is a diffeomorphism onto its image. If " is small enough and if for some d > 0, we
have kN� �N o

� kd < " for each �, then the following holds:
For every .co; �o/ 2 Do, there exists a unique � 2 Bp1 such that

.c�; Œ$��/ D .c
o; �o/;

and N� is symplectically (analytically) conjugate to some N 0� 2 N$�;ˇ� of the form

N 0� D c
o
C h$�; I i C hA�.�/; I ˝ I i CO.jI j

3/:

Moreover, there exists x > 0, x� > p � 1, such that the set˚
� 2 B

p

1=2
W c� D c

o; $� 2 HD
o
	

has positive .p � 1/-dimensional Lebesgue measure.

PROOF. By hypothesis, the image of the restriction to f� W co� D cog of the
mapping � 7! $o

� is a .p � 1/-dimensional smooth manifold, diffeomorphic to a
subset of P.Rp/ with nonempty interior; hence it contains a positive measure set
of Diophantine vectors. Therefore there exists x > 0, x� > p � 1, such that the set
Do has positive .p � 1/-dimensional Lebesgue measure.

Moreover, Do � D0 D f.co; Œ$��/ W $� 2 HDx;x� ; � 2 B
p

2=3
g. Indeed, if

.co; Œ$o
�o �/ 2 Do, �o 2 B1=2, then there exists �0 2 B2=3 such that we have

.co; Œ$o
�o �/ D .co; Œ$�0 �/. When " is small enough, $�0 is close enough to $o

�o 2

HD2x;x� and hence belongs to HDx;x� , and .co; Œ$�0 �/ 2 D0. If " is small enough,
the map � 7! .c�; Œ$��/ isC 1-close to � 7! .co� ; Œ$

o
� �/; hence it is a diffeomorphism,

and the image of its restriction to Bp
2=3

contains the set D0.
The first assertion then follows from Theorem 6.1. Since the mapping � 7!

.c�; Œ$��/ is smooth, the preimage of a set of positive .p � 1/-Lebesgue measure
has positive .p � 1/-dimensional Lebesgue measure. �
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CONDITION 6.3. When an integrable Hamiltonian Ko D Ko.I / depends only
on the action variables I , we may set N o

� .I / WD Ko.� C I /. The isoenergetic
nondegeneracy of N o

� is just the nondegeneracy of the bordered Hessian

H B.Ko/.I / D

26664
0 Ko0I1 � � � Ko0Ip

Ko0I1 Ko00I1;I1 � � � Ko00I1;Ip
:::

:::
: : :

:::

Ko0Ip Ko00Ip;I1 � � � Ko00Ip;Ip

37775
(in which Ko0Ii D @K

o=@Ii , Ko00Ii ;Ij D @
2Ko=@Ii@Ij ), i.e.,

jH B.Ko/.I /j ¤ 0:

When this is satisfied, Corollary 6.2 asserts the persistence under a sufficiently
small perturbation of a set of Lagrangian invariant tori (with fixed energy c0) of
N o D Ko.I / parametrized by a positive .p � 1/-Lebesgue measure set in the
action space. These invariant tori form a set of positive measure in the energy
surface of the perturbed system with energy c0.

Moreover, if the system Ko.I / is properly degenerate, say for

I D .I .1/; I .2/; : : : ; I .N//; 0 < d1 < d2 < � � � < dN ;

we have

Ko.I / D Ko1.I
.1//C �d1Ko2.I

.1/; I .2//C � � � C �dNKoN .I /;

then, by replacing entries of the matrix H B.Ko/.I / by their orders in �, we obtain2666664
0 1 �d1 � � � �dN

1 1 �d1 � � � �dN

�d1 �d1 �d1 � � � �dN

:::
:::

:::
: : :

:::

�dN �dN �dN � � � �dN

3777775;
which in particular implies that in order to have

jH B.Ko/.I /j ¤ 0 8 0 < � � 1;

it is sufficient to have

jH B.Ko1/.I
.1//j ¤ 0; jH .Koi /.I

.i//j ¤ 0 8.i/ D .2/; : : : ; .N /:

The smallest frequency of Ko.I / is of order �dN . If the function Ko.I / is iso-
energetically nondegenerate, then for any 0 < � � 1, there exists a set of positive
.p � 1/-Lebesgue measure of the action space such that the set of the projective
classes of their frequencies contains a set of positive measure of the projective
classes of the homogeneous Diophantine vectors in

HD�dN x;x� WD f$ 2 R
p
W 8k 2 Zp n f0g; jk �$ j � �dN x jkj�x�2 g
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whose measure is uniformly bounded from below for 0 < � � 1, since for any
vector �0 2 Rp, we have

�dN �0 2 HD�dN x;x� , �0 2 HDx;x� ;

while for � sufficiently small, the measure of the projective classes of those Dio-
phantine frequencies of Ko.I / in HD�dN x;x� is at least the measure of the projec-
tive classes of the Diophantine frequencies of

Ko1.I
.1//CKo2.I

.1/; I .2//C � � � CKoN .I /

in HDx;x� , which is independent of �.
Thus following Theorem 6.1, we may set " D const.�dN x/k for the size of

allowed perturbations for some positive constant const and some k � 1, provided
x is small enough.

6.2 Application of the Isoenergetic KAM Theorem

Let us first show the existence of torsion near the set fG1 D G1;ming forG1;min >

0 small enough in the system FKep C Fn;n0
sec after symplectic reduction by the

SO.3/-symmetry and the S1-fiber action of KS.
In view of Condition 6.3, for 0 < ˛ < ˛0 with some sufficiently small ˛0, we

verify the isoenergetic nondegeneracy condition by verifying the corresponding
nondegeneracy conditions separately for the Keplerian part (with respect to P0

and L2) and for the system Fn;n0
sec reduced further by the Keplerian T2-symmetry.

Keplerian Part
The bordered Hessian of

FKep D P0

s
2f1.L2/

�1
� �1M1

with respect to P0 and L2 is nondegenerate.

Secular Nondegeneracy
Keeping unreduced only the SO.2/-symmetry conjugate to G2, the periodic

orbits in the corresponding completely reduced 1-degree-of-freedom system are

lifted to invariant 2-tori of Fn;n0
sec whose frequencies differ from that of the invariant

2-tori of ˛3Fquad only by quantities of order O.˛4/. For small enough ˛0, the

existence of torsion of these invariant 2-tori of Fn;n0
sec for any n; n0 thus follows

from the existence of torsion of invariant 2-tori of Fquad. For jC � G2j small
enough, we shall verify in Appendix B the existence of torsion of almost coplanar
invariant 2-tori of Fquad close enough to fG1 D G1;ming (in particular, it does not
vanish when C �G2 ! 0).
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Application of the Isoenergetic KAM Theorem
We fix n; n0 large enough so that Fn;n0

pert is of order O.˛4kC1/ (the order is
chosen so as to fit Condition 6.3 when ˛0 is sufficiently small).

The invariant tori of FKep CFn;n0
sec near fG1 D G1;ming are smoothly parame-

trized by .P0; L2;J1; G2/ where J1 designates the area of the region (con-
taining the point fG1 D G1;ming) enclosed by the corresponding periodic orbit of
the invariant torus after further reducing by the Keplerian T2-symmetry and the
SO.2/-symmetry conjugate to G2. For small enough ˛0, the above nondegenera-
cies ensure the existence of a neighborhood � of fG1 D G1;ming for small enough
G1;min D jC �G2j, in which the mapping

.P0; L2;J1; G2/ 7!
�
FKep CFn;n0

sec ; Œ�n;n0 �
�

is a local diffeomorphism (with energy containing a neighborhood of 0), where

we have denoted by �n;n0 the frequencies of the invariant 4-tori of FKep CFn;n0
sec .

Therefore, there exist x > 0; x� � 3, and a set �0 of positive measure (whose mea-
sure is uniformly bounded from below for all 0 < ˛ < ˛0), consisting of .˛3x; x�/-

Diophantine invariant Lagrangian tori of FKepCFn;n0
sec . For any such torus with pa-

rameter .Po
0 ; L

o
2;J

o
1 ; G

o
2/, there exists � > 0, such that for .P0; L2;J1; G2/ 2

B41 , the mapping

ˆ�.P0; L2;J1; G2/ WD.P
o
0 C �P0; L

o
2 C �L2;J

o
1 C �J1; G

o
2 C �G2/

7!

�
FKep CFn;n0

sec ; Œ�n;n0 �
�

is a diffeomorphism. We assume that the invariant torus .Po
0 ; L

o
2;J

o
1 ; G

o
2/ of

FKep CFn;n0
sec has zero energy.

We may now apply Corollary 6.2 with

N o
D ˆ��

�
FKep CFn;n0

sec
�
; N D ˆ��

�
FKep CFn;n0

sec CFn;n0

pert
�
;

and
� D

�
Po
0 ; L

o
2;J

o
1 ; G

o
2

�
provided ˛0 is small enough.

We thus obtain a set of invariant 4-tori of F reduced by the SO.3/-symmetry
having positive measure on the energy level fF D 0g. By rotating around EC ,
these 4-tori give rise to a set of invariant 5-tori of F (being reduced by the S1-fiber
symmetry of KS) with fixed (vertical) direction of EC in…reg WD V

0�T �.R3nf0g/.
Finally, by rotating EC , we obtain a set of invariant 5-tori of F in V 0 � T �.R3 n
f0g/ having positive measure on the energy level fF D 0g. Depending on the
commensurability of the frequencies, the flows on these invariant 5-dimensional
tori may be either ergodic or nonergodic but only ergodic on some invariant 4-
dimensional subtori.
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7 Transversality
7.1 Transversality of the Ergodic Tori with the Collision Set

The S1-fiber action of KS is free on the codimension-3 submanifold f.0; w;
Q2; P2/ 2 T

�H n f.0; 0/g � T �.R3 n f0g/g of †0 corresponding to inner double
collisions of F . The quotient C ol is thus a codimension-3 submanifold of…reg WD

V 0 � T �.R3 n f0g/.
We aim to show that after being reduced by the S1-fiber symmetry of KS, the

invariant ergodic tori of F intersecting C ol transversely form a set of positive
measure in the energy level fF D 0g in …reg.

In Section 4.3, we have shown the existence of a symplectic transformation

�n ı  n
0

W yPn
"0
! �n ı  n

0

. yPn
"0
/;

dominated by  3 for small ˛ such that

 n
0��n�F D FKep CFn;n0

sec CFn;n0

pert :

Let us first show that when ˛0 is sufficiently small, the invariant 5-tori of FKepC

Fn;n0
sec intersecting C ol 0 D .�3/�1.C ol/ transversely form an open set in the

energy level fFKep CFn;n0
sec D 0g in …reg.

Denote by … zCreg the 11-dimensional submanifold of …reg with C D zC > 0

and by C ol the (transverse) intersection of C ol and … zCreg. The intersection of

fC D G2g with … zCreg is denoted by fC D G2g.
As we are interested in invariant tori in fF D 0g, we could fix FKep D 0 (which

implies F D O.˛3/) and then adjust the energy properly. In what follows, unless
otherwise stated, an invariant torus is always meant to be an invariant 5-torus (on

which EC is conserved) of FKep C Fn;n0
sec on which FKep D 0. In addition, we

suppose that EC is sufficiently inclined and ˛ < ˛0 with sufficiently small ˛0, so
that the Delaunay coordinates are well-defined for the outer body. We take any
convenient coordinates on V 0 for the inner body.

LEMMA 7.1. When ˛0 is small enough, any invariant torus in fC D G2g intersects
C ol transversely in fC D G2g.

PROOF. Any such invariant torus is an O.˛/-deformation of an invariant torus
of the system FKep C ˛

3Fquad in fC D G2g. After being reduced by the T2 �

SO.3/ � SO.2/-symmetry, this invariant torus of the system FKep C ˛3Fquad
descends to a closed orbit intersecting the line segment fG1 D 0g transversely (cf.
Figure 7.1); therefore it intersects transversely the codimension-1 submanifold of
fC D G2g consisting of degenerate inner ellipses in fC D G2g; moreover, being
foliated by the S1-orbits of the inner particle of FKep (parametrized by u1), this
torus also intersects the codimension-2 submanifold C ol (in which u1 D 0) of
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FIGURE 7.1. The flow foliation on the reduced space with C D G2
and its branched double cover.

fC D G2g transversely in fC D G2g. The conclusion thus follows for all ˛ < ˛0
with ˛0 small enough. �

At any intersection point zp0 of an invariant torus xAwith C ol , we have the direct
sum decomposition

T zp0…
zC
reg D E

9
˚EG2;g2 ;

in which we have denoted by E9 the 9-dimensional subspace tangent to fC D
G2 D zC ; g2 D g2. zp0/g, and EG2;g2 is the 2-dimensional subspace generated by
@
@G2

. zp0/ and @
@g2
. zp0/. We observe that

� E9 � T zp0C ol C T zp0
xA D T zp0fC D G2g and

�
@
@g2
. zp0/ 2 T zp0

xA \ T zp0C ol ;

the first assertion comes from the transversality of xA with C ol in fC D G2g, while

the second assertion holds since G2 is a first integral of FKep CFn;n0
sec , and xA is

obtained from an invariant torus in the reduced system by the symmetry of shift-
ing g2.

The transformation  3 is the time 1-map of a function yH satisfying the coho-
mological equation:

�quad;2
@ yH

@g2
D ˛

�
F 1;3

sec �
1

2�

Z 2�

0

F 1;3
sec d xg2

�
I
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recall that �quad;2 denotes the frequency of g2 in the system Fquad.

LEMMA 7.2. There exists a small real number z" > 0 independent of ˛, and a
nonempty open subset C ol0 of C ol whose relative measure tends to 1 locally in
C ol when z"! 0 such that ˇ̌̌̌

ˇ@2 yH

@g22

ˇ̌̌̌
Col0

ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ > 2˛ � z":

PROOF. It suffices to show that the function F 1;3
sec jCol depends nontrivially on

g2 (and thus so does .@ yH =@g2/jCol ). Indeed, this implies that the analytic func-
tion

1

˛

@2 yH

@g22

is not identically zero on C ol ; therefore there exists z" > 0 which bounds the
absolute value of this function from below on an open set whose relative measure
tends to 1 locally in C ol when z"! 0.

To deduce that F 1;3
sec jCol depends nontrivially on g2, it is sufficient to observe

from [10] that when the two Keplerian ellipses are coplanar,

F 1;3
sec D �

15

64

.4e1C3e
3
1/e2

.1�e22/
5
2

cos.g1 � g2/;

which depends nontrivially on g2 when further restricted to fe1 D 1g. �

We now determine the transformation �3 more precisely: we require this trans-
formation to preserveC . For this, we require yH to be SO.3/-invariant. Notice that
the function �quad;2 is invariant under rotations. From [10], we see that on a dense
open subset of …reg where the angle g2 is well-defined, the function F 1;3

sec .g2/ is
a linear combination of cosg2 and sing2, with coefficients independent of g2. We
may thus choose

yH D �
˛

�quad;2
F 1;3

sec

�
g2 C

�

2

�
:

Let C ol 00 D .�
3/�1.C ol0/. This is an open subset of

C ol 0 D .�3/�1.C ol/ � …
zC
reg

whose relative measure tends to 1 locally in C ol 0 when z"! 0.

LEMMA 7.3. For small enough ˛0, any invariant torus of FKepCFn;n0
sec intersect-

ing C ol 00 is transverse to C ol 0 in …reg.

PROOF. Any zp 2 C ol 00 can be written as zp D .�3/�1. zp0/ for some zp0 2 C ol0.

Let zA be the invariant torus that intersects C ol 00 at zp. Since the transversality of
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E9 and EG2;g2 is independent of ˛, for ˛ < ˛0 with ˛0 sufficiently small, we may
decompose T zp…

zC
reg as

T zp0…
zC
reg D .�

3/�1� E
9
˚E 0G2;g2 ;

in which E 0G2;g2 is the 2-dimensional space generated by @
@G2

. zp/ and @
@g2
. zp/. We

choose a basis .e1; : : : ; e9/ of .�3/�1� E
9, and 9 vectors .v1; : : : ; v9/ in T zpC ol 0 C

T zp zA such that vi D ei CO.˛/, i D 1; : : : ; 9. The vectors˚
@
@g2
. zp/; @

@G2
. zp/; e1; : : : ; e9

	
form a basis of T zp…

zC
reg.

By Lemma 7.2, for ˛0 small enough, j@2 yH =@xg22j > ˛ � z" is satisfied in some
O.˛/-neighborhood of zp0 containing zp. Hence we may write the vector

.�3/�1�
@

@g2
. zp/ 2 T zpC ol 0 as .1CO.˛/; z̨; O.˛/; : : : ; O.˛//;

in which jz̨j > ˛ � z":
In such a way, we have obtained 11 vectors

˚
@
@g2
. zp/; @

@G2
. zp/; v1; : : : ; v9

	
in

T zpC ol 0 C T zp zA, which, written as row vectors, form a matrix of the form0@ 1 0 E09
1CO.˛/ z̨ O.˛/9
O.˛/T9 O.˛/T9 Id9;9 CO.˛/9;9

1A;
in which E09 is the 1 � 9 zero matrix, O.˛/9 (respectively, O.˛/9;9) is a 1 � 9
(respectively, 9 � 9) matrix with only O.˛/ entries, and Id9;9 is the 9 � 9 identity
matrix.

The determinant of this matrix is z̨ C O.˛2/, which is nonzero provided ˛ is
small enough. This implies T zpC ol 0 C T zp zA D T zp…

zC
reg; i.e., C ol 0 is transverse to

zA at zp in … zCreg.
The vector @

@G2
. zp0/ being tangent to C ol , the space T zpC ol 0 must contain a vec-

tor of the form .O.˛/; 1CO.˛/;O.˛/9/. Since @
@G2

. zp0/ is transverse to T. zp0/…
zC
reg

in T. zp0/…reg, any vector of the form .O.˛/; 1 C O.˛/;O.˛/9/ is also transverse

to … zCreg provided ˛ is small enough. Therefore zA is transverse to C ol 0 at zp in
…reg. �

Since .�3/�1 preserves P0 and L2, it may only change the energy of a system
at order O.˛3/. By hypothesis, the invariant tori intersecting C ol 0 transversely
that we have obtained have energy O.˛3/. We may then make proper O.˛3/-
modifications of L1 to obtain an open set of invariant tori on the energy level

fFKep CFn;n0
sec D 0g intersecting the set C ol 0 transversely in …reg.
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Therefore, those invariant 5-tori of F obtained in Section 6.2 intersecting C ol
transversely form a set of positive measure in the energy level fF D 0g. Conse-
quently, the intersection has codimension 3 in these five-dimensional tori. If such
a five-dimensional torus is not ergodic, then it is foliated by four-dimensional er-
godic subtori obtained from one another by a rotation around EC . This gives a free
SO.2/-action on the intersection of Col with the five-dimensional tori; hence the
intersection of C ol with each four-dimensional ergodic torus is also of codimen-
sion 3.

7.2 Conclusion
LEMMA 7.4. Let K be a submanifold of the n-dimensional torus Tn having codi-
mension at least 2 in Tn. Let z� D .z�1; : : : ; z�n/ be the angular coordinates on Tn;
then almost all the orbits of the linear flow d

dt
z� D zv, zv 2 Rn, do not intersect K.

PROOF. By hypothesis, the set K � R � Tn � R has Hausdorff dimension at
most n�1. The set K0 formed by orbits intersecting K is the image of K�R under
the smooth mapping

Tn � R! Tn .z�.0/; t/ 7! z�.t/;

in which z�.t/ denotes the solution of this linear system with initial condition z�.0/
when t D 0. Therefore K0 has zero measure in Tn. �

This lemma confirms that almost all trajectories on those ergodic tori (on which
the flow is linear) intersecting C ol transversely do not intersect C ol . Moreover,
since the flow is irrational on these invariant ergodic tori of F , almost all the
trajectories pass arbitrarily close to C ol without intersection. Each such trajectory
gives rise (via KS) to a collisionless orbit of F that passes arbitrarily close to the
set fQ1 D 0g of the inner double collisions. Such orbits form a set of positive
measure on the energy level fF D �f g. By varying f and applying the Fubini
theorem, the collisionless orbits of F along which the inner pair pass arbitrarily
close to each other form a set of positive measure in the phase space …. Theorem
1.1 is thus proved.

Remark 7.5. We have concentrated our attention on those quasi-periodic almost-
collision orbits along which the two instantaneous physical elliptic orbits are close
to being coplanar. By analyticity of the system, the required nondegeneracy con-
dition, and therefore the result, can be improved to include more inclined cases as
well.

Appendix A Estimation of the Perturbing Function
The following lemma is just a reformulation of [5, lemma 1.1].
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LEMMA A.1. When kQ1k ¤ 0, the expansion

Fpert D KS�
�
��1m2

X
n�2

�nPn.cos �/
kQ1k

nC1

kQ2knC1

�

D ��1m2
X
n�2

�n KS�
�
Pn.cos �/

.1 � e1 cosu1/nC1

.1 � e2 cosu2/nC1

�
˛nC1

is convergent in kQ1k=kQ2k � 1=y�; where

� Pn is the nth Legendre polynomial,
� � is the angle between vectors Q1 and Q2,
� e1, e2 are, respectively, the eccentricities of the two elliptic orbits,
� u1 and u2 are respectively the eccentric anomalies of Q1 and Q2 on their

orbits, and
� y� D maxf�0; �1g and �n D �n�10 C .�1/n�n�11 .

LEMMA A.2. Under the assumptions of Section 4.2, there exists s > 0, such that in
the s-neighborhood TP�;s of P�, we have jFpertj � constj˛j3 for some constant
const independent of ˛.

PROOF. By continuity, there exists a positive number s such that in a dense open
set of TP�;s defined by the condition kQ1k ¤ 0, we have

jcos �j � 2;
ˇ̌̌̌
kQ1k

kQ2k

ˇ̌̌̌
�

4j˛j

1 � e^2
:

in which cos �, kQ1k, and kQ2k are considered as the corresponding analytical
extensions of the original functions.

Using Bonnet’s recursion formula of Legendre polynomials

.nC 1/PnC1.cos �/ D .2nC 1/ cos �Pn.cos �/ � nPn�1.cos �/;

by induction on n, we obtain jPn.cos �/j � 5n.
Thus

jFpertj D �1m2

ˇ̌̌̌X
n�2

�nPn.cos �/
kQ1k

nC1

kQ2knC1

ˇ̌̌̌

� �1m2
X
n�2

5n
ˇ̌̌̌
kQ1k

kQ2k

ˇ̌̌̌nC1

�
�1m2

5

X
n�2

5nC14nC1j˛jnC1

.1 � e^2 /
nC1

�
�1m2

5

203j˛j3

.1 � e^2 /
2

1

1 � e^2 � 20j˛j
:
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It is then sufficient to impose ˛ � ˛^ and make s sufficiently small to ensure that
j˛j � .1 � e^2 /=40.

By continuity of the function Fpert, the estimation holds in TP�;s . �

Appendix B Torsion of the Quadrupolar Tori

We fix EC vertical. After Jacobi’s elimination of nodes, we further normalize the
coordinates .G1; g1; G2/ and parameters C as in [11] by setting

� D
C

L1
; � D

G2

L1
; � D

G1

L1
; � D g1:

In these coordinates, we have

Fquad D k�
�3

�
W C

5

3

�
;

in which k is an irrelevant nonzero constant, and

W D �2�2 C
.�2 � �2 � �2/2

4�2
C 5.1 � �2/ sin2 �

�
.�2 � �2 � �2/2

4�2�2
� 1

�
:

Let W .�;�; �I �/ D ��3.W C 5
3
/. This defines a 2-degrees-of-freedom Hamil-

tonian system in coordinates .�;�; �; g2/ with a parameter �. We shall formulate
our results in terms of W , from which the corresponding results for Fquad follow
directly.

In the forthcoming proof, we deduce the existence of torsion for W from a local
approximating system W

0
.�;�; �I �/ near f� D �min WD j� � �j > 0g whose flow,

for fixed �, is linear in the .�;�/-plane. Note that when � ¤ �, the expression
of W is analytic at � D �min. The local approximating system is thus obtained
by developing W into Taylor series of � at � D �min. Finally, we show that the
torsion does not vanish when � � � ! 0, which ensures the existence of torsion
for quadrupolar tori at which � D � and close enough to the coplanar equilibrium
with a degenerate inner ellipse. This is allowed since locally in this region, the
symplectically reduced secular space by the SO.3/-symmetry is smooth. By doing
so, we avoid choosing local coordinates near these tori.

LEMMA B.1. The torsion of the invariant tori offW near the lower boundary f� D
�min WD j� � �jg > 0 exists and does not vanish when � � �! 0.

PROOF. We develop fW into Taylor series with respect to � at � D �min. We set
�1 D � � �min and obtainfW D x̂ .�; �/C x„.�; �;�/ �1 CO.�21/;
in which

x„.�; �;�/ D �
2..9�2� � 6��2 C �3 � 4�3 C 5�/C .�5�C 5�3 � 10�2�C 5��2/ cos2 !/

�4j� � �j
:
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We eliminate the dependence of � in the linearized Hamiltonian function x̂ .�; �/C
x„.�; �;�/ �1 by computing action-angle coordinates. The value of the action vari-
able I 1 on the level curve

Ef W x̂ .�; �/C x„.�; �;�/ �1 D f

is computed from the area between this curve and f�1 D 0g, that is,

I 1 D
1

2�

Z
Ef

�1 d� D
f � x̂ .�; �/

2�

Z 2�

0

1

x„.�; �;�/
d� D I 1:

We then have

fW D x̂ .�; �/C 2��Z 2�

0

1

x„.�; �;�/
d�

��1
I 1 CO

�
I
2

1

�
:

For I 1 small enough, the torsion of fW is dominated by the torsion of the term
linear in I 1, which, represented by the absolute value of the determinant of the
corresponding Hessian function with respect to I 1 and �, is

Hs D

�
2�

d

d�

�Z 2�

0

1

x„.�; �;�/
d�

��1�2
:

Using the formula Z 2�

0

d�

aC b cos�
D

2�
p
a2 � b2

;

we obtain

2�

�Z 2�

0

1

x„.�; �;�/
d�

��1
D �

2
p
�C �

p
9�2� � 6��2 C �3 � 4�3 C 5�

�4
;

which depends nontrivially on �.
Moreover, at the limit � D �, the function Hs equals 1125=2�8. By continuity,

this proves the nonvanishing of the torsion for those invariant tori of fW at which
� D � and close enough to the coplanar equilibrium with a degenerate inner ellipse.

�
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